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Since 1908

The morning after sex... Now what?

News Update

rs

Allison Kajiya
News Editor

NATION

The moment a couple engages
in unprotected sex, or the moment
their contraceptive fails, a serious
dilemma must be faced... pregnan
cy. Now, couples have a choice,
and though it has been available for
15 years, it is just now gaining
recognition everywhere.
Called the "morning-after
pill," it is available at UOP's Cowell
Student Health Center for a mini

Clinton's Health Plan Defended

•hers
>w
tALL

A top White House official defended President Clinton's
health-care reform plan last Sunday, in an effort to distin
guish the criticism that the President's plan numbers don't
add up.
Senior Policy Adviser Ira Magaziner ruled out any major
increases in taxes or premiums to pay for the program.
According to Magaziner, most of the five-year, $700 billion
cost of the plan can be covered by "re-routing savings in a
leaner, more efficient health-care system."
Also, Magaziner assured that the only new taxes the
White House is considering are the $105 billion in "sin taxes"
on some alcoholic drinks and cigarettes.
"The cost and savings projections are solid and we stand
firmly behind them. The vast majority of Americans will pay
less for the same or better benefits than today," said
Magaziner.

mal charge, and if taken within 72
hours after intercourse, it has a
high success rate of preventing
pregnancy.
In the September issue of
Glamour magazine, Dr. Felicia
Stewart, a gynecologist at the Valley
Center for Women's Health in
Sacramento said, "Condoms break.
Diaphragms get dislodged. People
have sex without using birth con
trol and regret it later. But right
now, most women don't know

Miami's Governor Orders More Law Officers
On Sunday, in an attempt to decrease the amount of
crime in south Florida, Gov. Lawton Chiles ordered 50 more
law enforcement officers to patrol the Miami area's highways,
neighborhood byways and expressways against street crimi
nals.
Due to the recent murders of several German tourists,
most recently, that of Uwe-Wilhelm Rakebrand, who was
murdered as he and his pregnant wife drove a rental vehicle
on the Dolphin Expressway, Chiles hopes the police increase
will cut down the new and unwelcome wave of publicity for
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Ovral, the morning-after pill, is available to UOP students at the Cowell
Student Health Center.

south Florida.
"We have placed a top priority on making our roads safe,
and our neighborhoods safe, too," said Chiles.

safe, affordable abortions.
In a report by Population Action International, Of the
estimated 50 million induced abortions worldwide each year,
more than one-third are illegal and nearly half appear to take
place uuiotut.
outside aany
n j health system.

AIDS' impact on prisons
According to a study conducted by the Justice
Department's Bureau of Justice Statistics in 1991, two-thirds
of the inmate deaths in New Jersey and New York prisons that
year were from AIDS.
New Jersey and New York led the nation m inmate
deaths from AIDS in 1991, and prisoners in the Northeast had
the highest rates of AIDS-virus infection, informed the gov
ernment study released last Sunday.

WORLD

Middle East Peace Agreement Signed
Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin, in a first-™
meeting
between the Palestine Liberation Organization Chair nan and
the Israeli Prime Minister, signed a peace accord on Monday
that would set the stateless Palestinian people on the roa
j

witnessed by more than 3,000 guests and d.gn,lanes took
place on the South Lawn of the White House, and was
presided over by President Clinton.
"We are very happy to come in this historic moment so
we can make peace, a real peace, said Arafat.
,
The accord, which calls for Palestinian self-govern men
in die Gaza Strip and Jericho, was signed by Israel, Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres and on. of Arafat s top advisers.
Mahmoud Abbas. The agreement terms were negotiated in
secret talks in Oslo, Norway.
With the signing of the peace treaty, u was announced
that Israel and lordan haye completed a framework agree
ment for a peace treaty ,ha, would dear the wa, fo, econom
ic, environmental and other forms of cooperation between
them."
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Erika Ekman
Staff Writer

A population research group said last Sunday that
approximately 200,000 women die each year from unsafe, ille
gal abortions. The death toll, mainly occurring in the devel
oping world, happen because of limits on voluntary access to

ment

usage as an emergency postcoital
contraceptive, mainly because it
remains strictly "off-label." This
means that it has not been
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for this spe
cific use. Thus, information pack
aged with the drug cannot say any
thing about morning-after usage.
But, according to Stewart, if
emergency postcoital contracep
tives were available to all women
who wanted and needed them, "the
number of unwanted pregnancies
could be reduced by as many as 2.3
million a year, doing away with as
many as 800,000 abortions."
However, there are side
effects. Nausea is the most com
mon problem, and Grimes pre
scribes an accompanying medica
tion, along with the pills, to coun
teract some of its effects.
Headaches, vomiting, dizziness and
sore breasts are also known to
occur.
The morning-after pill is not
recommended for women who
have serious medical disorders as
diabetes or high blood pressure, or
who have had breast cancer,
strokes or blood clots in their legs
or lungs.
(see Ovral, page 2)

Public Safety implements bike patrol and "Adopt-A-Cop55

Did you know...
Illegal Abortion Death Toll at 200,000

independence.^ ^ ^ ^ ^

there's something they can do."
As an emergency postcoital (afterintercourse) contraceptive, specifi
cally, it is a high-dosage birth con
trol pill called Ovral, which con
tains estrogen and progestin. When
taken, it disrupts the normal hor
mone signals that allow the egg to
become fertilized and implanted in
the uterus. The woman who then
takes the pills never knows whether
she might have become pregnant;
the egg, fertilized or not, is
sloughed off during her next peri
od.
"The recommended dosage is
two initial pills followed by two
more pills 12 hours later," said
Cowell Health Center Director, Dr.
Sarah Grimes. "My preference is
that it be initiated immediately, as
soon as possible. After 72 hours,
three days, it is just too long."
The morning-after pill, not to be
confused with the controversial
J: RU-486 pill, has been available at
5> UOP since Grimes' arrival in the
|fall of 1990. "I have it here at the
^ health center, and it is available 24
•° hours a day for students," said
Grimes.
Though the morning-after pill
has been available for 15 years,
there is secrecy surrounding its

You have probably seen them
by now, cruising around on moun
tain bikes, wearing shorts and hel
mets, equipped with first aid kits
and...guns? The Department of
Public Safety at UOP has intro
duced a new method of travel to its
officers.
Primarily for the purpose of
increasing its contact with the UOP
community, the Department of
Public Safety now utilizes Trek
USA, 8,000 Mountain Bikes in
place of patrol cars. According to
Sgt. Charles Goodman, founder of
bike patrol at UOP, the use of bikes
will also help reduce costs of oper
ation for the Department.
"We used to use four cars. We
now use two bikes as our primary
source supported by car patrol.
There is quite a bit less use of cars
now," said Goodman.
In preparing for the new form
of travel, the officers took 16 hours
of training with the Stockton Police
Department. They learned basic
cycling skills, apprehension tech
niques and bike patrol procedures.
Working nine- hour shifts, officers
patrol the campus around the
clock.
"It's funny to see cops with
helmets, shorts and guns on bikes,
but I think it's a good idea," said
student Jim Leathers. "They are not
driving cars, wasting gas and pol
luting the air."
While some students are
pleased with the new patrol for
environmental reasons, others said
they feel better about safety.
"I'm happy to see it," said stu
dent Luis Merlos.
"Being in
Stockton, it's good to have protec-

Public Safety's new bike patrol hits the streets of UOP. From left to right are members of Public Safety's unit along
with Stockton Police Department bike patrol trainers: Dave Lopez, UOP; Jan Goodnight, S.P.D.; Shirley Scheffler,
UOP; Nick Huerta, S.P.D., Bill Rosenthal, UOP and Terri Wentland, S.P.D.

tion here. I see officers more often
now that they are on bikes. There
is always security around the
McCaffrey Center and in the park
ing lots."
While the Department does
not have a large number of officers
on the force, UOP is probably one
of the safest areas in Stockton.
"UOP is like an island in the
middle of Stockton. It's a micro
community," said Goodman. "As a
micro community it has similar
problems, but it is not the same as
the city. We can provide a much
higher level of service than most
city police departments, but that is
not atypical of a campus environ

All public universities are served by
either California State University
Police or University of California
Police. It is only by agreement
between UOP and the Stockton
Police Department that the UOP
community is protected by sworn
Stockton police officers.
The officers carry the. same
basic equipment on bikes as they
did in cars. During some campus
events, however, it is necessary that
the officers drive patrol cars in

ment."
According to Goodman, UOP
and Stanford are the only private
universities in California which
have their own police departments.

mm

which they can keep fire extin
guishers, flares and jumper cables.
On daily patrol the officers are
equipped with first aid supplies,
CPR pocket masks, handcuffs,
guns, report forms and ticket
books.
"Bike patrol works very well
for
our
community,"
said
Goodman. Also new to the UOP
community is the "Adopt-A-Cop"
program which is now in effect,
(see Bike patrol, page 2)
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Grant awarded to UOP S
Allison Kajiya
News Editor _
Th J.M. Long Foundation
awarded a $53,000 grant to UOP's
School of Pharmacy this past July.
The grant, which will be used
to help fund the renovation of a
former teaching laboratory into a
multipurpose conference facility,
will make student and faculty small
group interaction more accessible.
"This conference facility is an
important step in our ellorts to cre
ate an academic environment that
fully supports the development ot
our students as pharmacists capa

I Bike patrol
(continued from page 1)
The program, first suggested to
UOP's
Public
Safety
Department
by
Lynne
Sponauglc, the director ot the
Southwest
Complex
and
University Apartments, is
receiving positive feedback
since being implemented this
fall.

ble of providing contemporary
pharmaceutical care, said phar
macv school dean Donald L. Sor y.
Renovations of the former teaching
laboratory will begin in January
and hopefully be completed by the
end of winter break, according to
„ . ...
Established in 1966 by J.M.
Long, co-founder of Longs Drug
Stores, the J.M. Long Foundation's
primary purpose is to benefit
Western U.S. located organizations
involved with health care, medical
research, education, conservation
of wildlife and preservation of land

ed in front of Grace w
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This is the second J.M. Long
Foundation grant the School ot
Pharmacy has received.
Last
December, the school was awarde
$50,000, which is now being used
to develop state-of-the-art audio
visual equipment for use in the
school's Rotunda Building.
"This multipurpose confer
ence room will allow students and
faculty the space to work in small
group interactions to conduct case
studies," Sorby saidiWiththis grant,
all of that will soon be possible.

Ovral
(continued from page 1)
Nonetheless, many leading experts
believe that the morning-after pill
is perfectly safe for most women
and is very effective, as well.
"The
morning-after
pill
reduces the risk of an unwanted
pregnancy by 75 percent," Grimes
said. "But 1 should stress that it is
not to be used as a means of con
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*A dumpster fire near th
Archania Fraternity House ?
orted Sept. 6 at 8:50 p
Cause of the fire is unknown
-Did you know?

^Public Safety officers pro
vided 72.2 hours of foot
- Patrol
ApaTone of .hewing lots
and 36.48 hours of bicycle \
—
'-'Patrol
Hand Hall on Sept. 8, a SUD
on campus during the past week
•eTr^s contacted with an open
* Officers provided escorts'
for five
students, assisted
—
contacted with «P»
stranded motorists, found 2r
„ either counseled,
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containers wer
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program.
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-Accident
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-rear ven, window
of a parked vehicle was damaged
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by an unknown person Sept. .
Y

.Arrests/Field Cite-Releases
*A male subject was arrested

for driving under the
on Sept. 8. he was booked at the
County Jail.

+On Sept. 8, two juveniles

were arrested for trespassing.
*A subject was found with
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was transported to a
serious injuries.
-False Alarm
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*M ' irtvated'the fire
someone activated tn

officers to various campus orga.
nizations during the past week.
This report was preparedby
Jerry Houston of Public Safety,
inquiries about the inforrnaprovided in this bulletin
should
be made to the

tion
n

alarm

system in Grace Covell. The matter

Department of Public Safety
946-2537.
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Hoping to end the isolation

traception."
organization has formed a gradu
Residence Halls are now
With the availability of the
offered the added service of
ate student forum which has been
morning-after pill at the health
having a designated officer as a
scheduled for the first Tuesday of
center, Grimes hopes that it will
liaison between the community
give women one more choice in
every month at 5 p.m. The forums
and the Department of Public
preventing pregnancy, without
will be held in the Taylor
Safety. The officers attend hall
going through the decision-making
meetings and give information
Conference Room located on the
process around abortion.
about crime prevention during
4th floor in the main library.
Controversy is one issue that
their presentations, lhey also
the health center might have to
The meetings will consist of
become familiar with residents
face. But no matter what occurs,
informal
discussions and provide
as the same officer returns to a
Grimes remains confident with her
an opportunity to meet others. All
specific hall each time.
decision to offer the morning-after
"The ' Adopt- A-Cop' pro
University' graduate students are
pill.
gram is intended to give resi
"1 will not stop giving the
welcome to attend.
dents of the campus greater
morning-after pill out, Grimes
familiarity with individual
said. "Unless medical community
Public Safety Officers," said
standards change, or something
Goodman. "The officers and
new is developed, it will always be
residents begin to form a more
available to students at the health
comfortable relationship.
center."
Focusing on greater inter
action between officers and
students, Goodman feels that
both the bike patrol and the
adopt program are symbolic of
a greater emphasis toward
Nominations are now being
community public safety. At
accepted for the position of
the same time, some students
Student Adviser for the 1994-95
say they are less hesitant to
school year.
approach officers with a prob
If you know someone who:
lem or question.
has a current gpa pattern of 3.00,
uses effective study strategies,
Graduate School Fall '93 relates effectively to faculty, staff
and peers, and demonstrates the
enrollment sets record
potential to develop effective peer
For the Fall 1993 semester, the
counseling and group leadership
enrollment of graduate students at
skills, then send nominations to the
UOP will be an all-time record
Student Advising Center in
high. Though exact numbers will
Bannister Hall or call #2177.
not be officially known for several
Nominations are needed by
weeks, University officials say that
Friday, Sept. 24.
there will he an increase of almost
80 to 100 students.
The new master's degree
offered in Business Administration
accounts for much ot the increase,
with approximately 60 students
currently enrolled in the first-year
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on a win. "I think Baldwin hatUn
excellent game. He helpedhrthll
key assists and scored a goal, a
well Schumacher had an impres
sive game by shutting down
Irvine's strongest shooter, vna
Tanner.
The opening game win was
important, and things are looking

Student advisers
wanted for 1994

program.
Statistics for admission activi
ties are the totals for the recruiting
year, which is delined as the first
day of registration for the fall term
through the day before the fall term
begins
the
following
year.
Therefore, all admission activities
occurring after August 30, 1993
will go into the 1944 statistics.
This year, UOP graduate
schools received 1,059 admissions
applications, compared to 960 in
1992. Of those numbers, 447 stu
dents were accepted into the vari
ous masters' programs, with a total
of 339 conformations. 195 out of
the 339 conformations enrolled for
the fall term.
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Student Checking With Summers Free.

Wells Fargo's Student ATM Checking" is
just $4.50 per month when you do all your bankimr
at the ATM. You'll get three summer months free
for as long as you're in school, unlimited checkwnting with no per-check charges, and access to
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Guest a r t i s t
t o perform at UOP
Joanne Paine
Guest Writer
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The University of the Pacific
Conservatory of Music in stages
dozens of concerts between
September and May each year on
campus. Performing ensembles
include the Symphony Orchestra,
the Concert Band, the Symphonic
\Yind
Ensemble,
the
Jazz
Ensemble, three separate choral

groups and the Opera Theatre.
Many of the music faculty, as well
as guest artists, present a variety of
chamber music recitals and Pacific
Market: Fresh Music from Around
the World offers contemporary
avant garde music.
On Tuesday, Sept. 21,8 p.m.
Recital Hall: Guest Artist Lestelle
Manley, Coloratura Soprano, will
perform "Songs of the Season,"
written by Carl Nosse, dean of the
UOP Conservatory of Music. These
songs were composed for and ded
icated to UOP Professor George
Buckbee, who will be Ms. Manley's
accompanist for the songs. Also on
the program will be songs by Amy
Beach and Carrie Jacob Bond plus
arias by Campra, Handel, Bellini
and Johann Strauss. Charlene
Noland, piano, and Charlene
Smith Morita, flute, will assist in
these selections.
General
Admission to the recital is $3.00;

\

There are so
\ many events
( Which do I
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o
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UOP students and children 12 and
under will be admitted free of
charge.
Lestelle Manley attended UOP
and sang the role of Zerlina in
"Don Giovanni" under the direc
tion of beloved UOP opera director
Lucas Underwood. She was a
soloist with the A Capella Choir
under the direction of Russel
Bodley and with the Chapel Choir
under Arthur Holton. As a winner
of the San Francisco Regional
Opera Auditions, Ms. Manley
received a full scholarship in the
Merola Opera Program there for
opera training. She has appeared in
more than 40 musicals with the
Oakland Light Opera Association's
Music Circus, little theatre groups
in California & North Carolina and
with the Armed Forces.
Ms.
Manley
has
appeared
in
Sacramento
Light
Opera
Association's Music Circus pro
ductions of The Music Man, The
Desert Song, Me and My Girl,
Funny Girl, and The Sound of
Music. In addition to her singing
career, Manley and her husband,
Jim Nichols, have owned and oper
ated Nichols Restaurant Supply in
downtown Stockton for the past 10
years.
To receive a complete sched
ule of the Conservatory's 1993-94
season, call (209) 946-2415.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Thursday, Sept. 16

Fall Convocation, Dr. Thomas
Murray,
Faye
Spanos
Concert Hall, 12 p.m.
Phi Alpha Delta, Professional Law
Fraternity International rush
sign-ups, McCaffrey Center,
1-3 p.m.
MECHA, Student Service Group
Meeting, WPC 123,5-6 p.m.
MUN, Model of the United
Nations informational meet
ing, Bechtel Center 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, "DRAGON: THE
BRUCE
LEE
STORY,"
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 17
Phi Alpha Delta, Professional Law
Fraternity International rush
sign-ups, McCaffrey Center,
1-3 p.m.
University Libraries reception,
Congressman
Richard
Pombo
presents
the
American videodisc to UOP,
Main Library lobby, 2p.m.
Chi
Alpha
Christian
Fellowship, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, "DRAGON: THE
BRUCE
LEE
STORY,"
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 18
UPBEAT Films, "DRAGON: THE
BRUCE
LEE
STORY,"
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 19
Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
and 8 p.m.

Ecumenical Services,
Chapel, 11 a.m.

Morris

Monday, Sept. 20
Co-op/InternshipForum,
President's Room, 6:30 p.m.
ROAD
Program
meeting,
Classroom Building 104, 7
p.m..
ASUOP,
Senate
Meeting,

McCaffreyCenter
Conference Room, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 21
Club
Orientation
Meeting,
M c C a f f r e y C e n t e r
Conference Room,4:30 p.m.
Phi Alpha Delta Meeting, Bomar
Commons, 6 p.m.
Career Faire, Mandatory Senior
Orientation,
McCaffrey
Theatre, 7 p.m.
Concert, Lestelle Manley, col
oratura soprano, Recital
Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film, "LIKE WATER
FOR
CHOCOLATE,"
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 22
W.O.W., Asst. Professor of
Business, Cynthia Wagner
discusses American Free
Trade Agreement, Bechtel
Center, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
A A S U ,A f r i c a n - A m e r i c a n
Student Union reception,
President's Room, 7:30 p.m.
Stockton Arts Commission, Tony
Hillerman, mystery writer
speaks, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.

ASUOP

CONNECTION

We would like to invite every
one to attend the ASUOP segment
°f the McCaffrey Center Open
House 12-2 p.m. on Thursday,
Sept. 23. Come find out about our
UPBEAT programming board
committees and snack on some free
Pizzas.
ASUOP Senate meetings are
now being held every Monday
night at 9 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Center Conference Room.
These meetings are open to
everyone. Time will be set aside at
the beginning of each meeting for
students to voice their concerns
directly to the Senate.
So, whether you have an issue
to bring to our attention or you just
Want to listen, please stop by and
get connected."
ASUOP is still looking for
tttore volunteers to be student representatives on university commit
tees. Slots are filling fast, so act
now if you want to get involved.

Take it to the streets

Congratulations to our new
Freshman
Senators,
Christie
Dickey and Scott Kilpatrick.
Freshmen, these are your represen
tatives. Let them hear from you so
they can best represent your views!
Student Issues
Recently, many students have
come to us and expressed an inter
est in establishing a student center.
Some of the possible features to the
proposed center would include
food service, a permanent coffee
house, a bar, dancing, live enter
tainment, televisions, and games.

We would like to hear how
you feel about these suggestions or
any other ideas you might have.
Submit your opinion with your
name, social security number (to
prove that you really exist), and
telephone number via campus mail
to ASUOP c/o Jay-Jay Lord. It only
takes a minute to jot down your
ideas and send them in, so make an
effort and "get connected."

Money,Majors
and More !!!!!!
Burton Jay Nadler
Director UOP Career Services
It's me again, the tiger-tied
one. Yes, I did wear it in honor of
the first edition of The Pacifican!
While I want this column to be rel
evant to all, this particular edition
will focus on Seniors. This doesn't
mean you shouldn't read on if you
are not a member of this not so
endangered species. Freshmen,
Sophomores, and Juniors can learn
about what lies ahead and antici
pate with glee the excitement and
challenges of post-graduation job
search. This does mean that every
Senior should read with great inter
est the following, because the most
commonly asked question so far
for the month of September is:
If I'm a Senior what should I
do and when should I do it?
First, attended a Mandatory Senior
Orientation. Select a convenient
time on Tuesday, September 21st,
either 12noon, 5p.m. or 7.pm.
Orientations will be held in
McCaffrey Theatre. Then, quite
simply, remember the 3 Rs.

Registration

We wanted to register all job
seeking Seniors by October 8th
(don't miss that deadline). Once
registered, you will receive updated
information regarding all job
search and recruiting related activ
ities. If you do not register, you
may miss important programs and
deadlines.

Fran Abbott
Executive Director, Anderson Y
Here we go again!! Welcome new
students and staff. Welcome
back to the rest of us. As the final
heat of summer finishes off the
central valley's grapes and nuts,
our minds are turning to other
kinds of growth—mental, emo
tional, spiritual. The stuff of
which UOP was founded.
In my travels, I am con
stantly surprised in telling my
new made friends the wonders of
UOP.
With this new academic year
ahead of us, let's all celebrate
being together in this beautiful
place and dedicate the year to
opening new possibilities, relat
ing to ourselves and to each other
in healthy ways and to serve those
around us in ways that will
enrich others and ourselves.
I urge you to actively participate
in the myriad of activities
designed for your exploration of
ways to get involved—to serve.
Be sure you spend as much time
as
possible
at
the
Career/Community Service Faire

on Thursday, September 23 on
Anderson Lawn in the center of
campus. There you'll have an
incredible
opportunity
to
explore opportunities for service
— paid and non-paid — for
profit and non-profit.
In the meantime, you can visit
the Career Services Office for
information about jobs, careers
and volunteer opportunities.
While you're in the neighbor
hood (Pacific Manor — the east
side of Pacific Avenue), you can
drop by and visit the Anderson Y
Center on the corner of Knoles
and Pacific. The Anderson Y
Center is the community service
center for UOP. That means that
our main purpose is service lead
ing to community development.
We at the Anderson Y Center
have supported, guided and
trained students who want to
address concerns in the commu
nity and society for over a hun
dred years. We applaud the
growing focus of service
throughout campus. Please call
on us if we can assist in your
efforts. 946-2444.

CO-OP Internship
Forum to be offered
Laura Seymour
Guest Writer

equipment to tape roleplay inter
views. This is an excellent way to
develop interview skills. Call 9462361 for an appointment or if you
have questions about our offerings.
Until next week, remember
the phrase: "if you wait, you'll end
up waiting. . . on tables!" While I
don't want to Cast any ' negative
images on the food services indus
try, I do want to motivate Seniors
(and others) to act now. If we
don't have a large number regis
tered by October 8th, we cannot
do what we want to attract the best
recruiters nor meet your needs
with personalized services. Also,
remember
that
everyone,
Freshmen through Seniors, should
attend the Alumni Career Forum,
Wednesday, September 22nd, 7:309p.m„ Weber Hall. This is a great
opportunity to meet alums, learn
about careers, and network!

UOP's 1993 Career Week will kick-off with the CO-OP/Internship
Forum on Monday, Sept. 20 at 6:30 p.m. in the President's Room. The
purpose of this forum is to give the students of UOP a better understand
ing of the CO-OP/Internship program. The program focuses on enriching
education by integrating academic and career interests with work experi
ence. Jody Smith, associate director of the CO-OP/ Internship Office says,
"In today's job market, it is the degree plus EXPERIENCE that gives grad
uates the competitive edge."
The guests at the forum will include representatives from the San
Francisco concert promoter Bill Graham Presents, the San Joaquin District
Attorney's Office and the Business Industry Association of the Delta. The
representatives will express their views on the importance of cooperative
education and professional work experience at an undergraduate level.
Also, student representatives who have had internships at Lucas Arts,
the Washington Center, and international programs will share their expe
riences and benefits of working with professionals in their chosen career
field.

Congressman presents gift to Pacific
On Friday, Sept. 17, 1993 at 2
p.m.,
Congressman
Richard
Pombo will present to the
University one of the nation's
most prestigious art collections
during a reception in the lobby of
the William Knox Holt Memorial
Library.
The significant educational
videodisc entitled, American Art
from the National Gallery of Art,

contains more than 2,600 works of
American art spanning three cen
turies from artists such as Jackson
Pollock, Alexander Calder and
John James Audubon.
The videodisc, a donated gift
from Pombo through a grant from
the Annenberg Foundation, will be
set up for demonstration and will
be available for use by campus and
community patrons.

Resume
Career Services will again
compile the annual UOP Resume
Collection. You must provide us a
distribution-ready copy of your
resume by November 1. Pick up a
resume writing guide in our office
to get started. Resume critiquing is
done by appointment. A non-tar
geted, multi-purpose resume is rec
ommended for this collection, so
don't put off writing your resume
even if you don't have a clear job
search goal in mind. Borrowing a
phrase from an athletic footwear
manufacturer with a much larger
advertising budget: "Just do it!"

Recruiting Receptions
Recruiting Receptions, held in
the Presidents' Room, will be host
ed by 3-4 recruiting organizations
Wednesday evenings, October 20th
and 27th, from 7 - 8:30 p.m. You
should attend both receptions in
order to learn about the diverse
opportunities offered by these
firms. Be there, or be uninformed.
Begin your networking! Of course
refreshments will be served (hey,
that's another R to think about)
Additional Rs include Research and
Recruiting (yes, I may be getting
carried away with all of this alliter
ation).
You should begin to
explore options, research organiza
tions, and prepare for recruiting
now. Interview Skills and Roleplay
Interviewing (oh no, another one)
will b e conducted o n Fridays, 2 - 4
p.m., by appointment. Thanks to
the generosity of Men's Wearhouse
and The Good Guys we have video

We know what you want. You want your loan approved fast. And you want
the money even faster. So look to Great Western Bank. We won't get your hopes up
and then leave you dangling.
Great Western is one of the top lenders of student loans in California. We have the
experience and know-how to deliver Stafford, SLS and PLUS LOANS fast—without
a lot of hangups. For more information or a loan application, call us toll-free at
1-800-637-6767. Great Western Bank. We'll always be there!" CaSDs.

GREAT WESTERN BANK

A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western Financial Company.
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Guest Editorial

Free trade: Myth vs. reality

LaTonya Arnold
It if the first few weeks of school, and aside from adjusting to
Stockton, you have an exam coming up already and guess what? T e
books for your class have not yet arrived. Another added plus is you
went from popular to an insignificant security number in all of one
semester — separating you from senior year high school or the college
you just transferred from.
Well welcome to UOP, but wait, what's this Teeter-Totter
Volcano Bash? Yellow, pink, blue, purple fluorescent flyers inviting all
interested parties (non-Greek) to DG, Theta, I ri-Delt, Alpha Chi, P i
Delt, Archania, Omega Phi. WOW!
All those cool Greek organizations are having fall rush. I wonder
who has the best house? 1 want to be a part of them. Oh, I hope they
don't think I'm a geek or dress like one. Have these thoughts and more
crossed your mind? Has the thought, "What difference does it make —
they're all the same anyway," crossed your mind too? What is so fantas
tic about going Greek anyway? Why all the madness?
What do you really get out of it? Don't give me any of those cheesy
answers like connections or test files either. What's the real reason?
Acceptance, dates, access to fifty other different wardrobes? Here's the
chance for Greeks and non-Greeks to express what your viewpoint is.
Greeks write in and defend why the need to GO GREEK is so exhilarat
ing. Non-Greeks, tell us your fears, expectations, disappointments.
Convince us...

The trade debate currently
raging around the North American
Free Trade Agreement is mired in a
fog of outdated economic ideas.
Only a trade specialist could take
seriously such vacuous sloganwords as "free trade" and "protec
tionism" when a third of our "for
eign" trade is "American compa
nies outsourcing work to off-shore
subsidiaries to reap the advantages
of low paid labor." Most of the cur
rent trade with Mexico represents,
not final goods sent to the Mexican
market, but intermediate products
destined for return to the U.S. or to
other markets after they have been
enhanced in value by cheaper
Mexican workers.
In recent years, the interna
tional flow of goods and services
has dramatically expanded but in
such a perverse way that the gap
between the rich and the poor has
doubled and the assault on natural
systems — marine fisheries, tropi
cal forest, top soil, rivers and the
protective ozone layer — has dan
gerously intensified. In this con
text, the slogan "free trade" misses
the point. Instead of wasteful pro
duction and frenetic global
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From the Right and From the Left
Columnists Needed
PLease Contact The Pacifican
946-2115

Letters to
the Editor
Accepted
Weekly
Submit All
Letters to
The
Pacifican
Third Floor,
Hand Hall

Letters Policy
Have you got something you want to say about
an article or opinion you have seen in The Pacifican?
Problems or praise with policies, people or places on
campus? Write a letter to the editor with your com
ments. The Pacifican is widely distributed to the
campus and read by nearly every student, faculty
and staff member of the University. Now is your
chance to be heard.
All letters to the editor must be typed and have
a verifiable signature, local address and phone num
ber. The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters
and submissions for length, factual information,
libel and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Friday at 5 p.m. for
the following Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your
letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, Third Floor,
Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.
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What do you think about the health center offering the morning-after pill?
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Kristin Kraemer
pature Editor
If you are an aspiring poet
and would like to see your work
published, then do not hesitate to
send in your entry for the North
American Open Poetry Contest.
Over 250 poets will be awarded
$12,000 in prizes this year and have
the chance to be published in a
deluxe, hardbound anthology.
Whether you have been previously
published or not, you can be a win
ner.
To enter, send one original
poem, any subject and any style, to
The National Library of Poetry,
11419 Cronridge Dr., PO Box 704ZI, Owing Mills, MD 21117. The
poet's name and address should be
on the top of the page and the
poem should be no more than 20
lines. Entries must be postmarked
by Sept. 30, 1993.

.he C,mD„s Mi.n,

As summer break came to a
close and students returned for the
1993-94 school year, they were
faced with many changes across
campus. Some of these differences
can be found in the McCaffrey
Center.
Over the summer, a group of
students and staff members met to
discuss previous suggestions and
propose new recommendations for
changes in the McCaffrey Center.
These proposals would hopefully
add to the enjoyment and satisfac
tion of the students.
One of the most obvious
changes is a small concession stand
located in the McCaffrey Theater's
lobby. Patrons can now purchase
popcorn, candy and sodas before
the movie.
There has been some concern
that the concession sales would
hurt the business of Tiger Grocery,

Under New Ownership!
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All Coffee Drinks:
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Valid through September 30, 1993

,he. McC»ff'<T
'°C»,ed
Center. Tiger Grocery is sponsored
by the Associated Student Body of
the Pacific. However, the former
manager of Tiger Grocery, Erika
Ekman feels that with the resources
and variety of product the store has
to offer, the students will continue
to support the Associated Student
Body.
l'",

Additional changes to the
McCaffrey Center are two new
drafting tables outside of the
lounge. These tables can be tilted
upwards for the ease of students
while creating posters. Also, recy
cling bins have been made available
to students.
"I am glad to see that the
University is becoming more envi
ronmentally conscious," said stu
dent Greg Ige.
Other changes yet to be
implemented include a dartboard
and new carpeting in the lounge
and new bike racks on the north
side of the McCaffrey Center.
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Conservation
program offers
expense-paid
employment
Imagine this winter wak
ing up every morning to the
songs of exotic birds in a tropi
cal forest on the island of
Hawaii or to the call of the
endangered red wolf in the val
ley of the Great Smoky
Mountains.
This dream can become a
reality through the Student
Conservation
Association's
l > 0 0 0 e x p e n s e - p a i d
positions/internships offered
nationwide throughout 1993
and 1994. Applications for
positions in conservation,
resource management and
environmental education are
being accepted by the SCA for
the winter/spring season in
national parks, forests, wildlife
refuges and other conservation
areas.
Men and women 18 and
older will participate in a 12week
Resource
Assistant
Program. Students may be able
to receive academic credit for
their participation in SCA pro
grams.
Applications received by
the following dates increase the
chance of acceptance for a posi
tion in the program: Sept. 15,
1993 for positions beginning
November-December 1993.
Nov. 15, 1993 for positions
beginning January-February
1994. Jan. 15, 1994 for posi
tions beginning March-April
1994.
For more information,
contact SCA, P.O. Box 550.
Charlestown, NH, 03603.

What's Up Doc?
Sarah Grimes, M.D.
As we enter the beginning of
a new semester and a new acade
mic year, the staff of the Cowell
Health Center extends a warm
welcome.
Our small on-site
pharmacy is up and running.
The number of medications
presently being stocked contin
ues to increase to meet the needs
of each student.
Once a prescription is writ
ten, the student has the choice of
having the prescription filled at
any of the community pharma
cies or purchasing the medica
tion at the health center. These
medications may be paid for by
cash, check or by charging to
their student account. A receipt
will be issued that may be turned
in for the purposes of insurance
reimbursement. Prescriptions
for medications not available at
the health center must be filled
by outside pharmacies.
Also, I am happy to
announce that several brands of
oral contraceptive pills, including
Ortho-Novum 7/7/7, Triphasil
and Ovcon 35, are available at
reduced cost to students. If you
do not see your particular brand
of oral contraceptive pill, please
check with the health center.
I would like to encourage all
students who have not started
their Hepatitis B vaccination
series to please check with the
health center for information.

Approximately 400 students
completed this series of injections
last year. Brochures and infor
mation regarding Hepatitis B and
the vaccination process are avail
able at the health center.
The
Student
Health
Advisory Committee (SHAC), a
student liaison to the health cen
ter, will be looking for new mem
bers for this academic year. This
group is responsible for such pro
jects as the annual health fair,
AIDS
Awareness
Month,
National Smoke-Out and stress
bags during finals. More infor
mation may be obtained from
Carol Roth, staff advisor. Do not
miss this wonderful opportunity
to participate in health issues on
campus. Please call the health
center for dates and times of
SHAC meetings.
For those of you who are
new to the campus, let me explain
the usual format of WHAT'S UP
DOC? I would like to use this
medium as a means of providing
accurate medical information on
topics of health issues or the
health center itself. In the lobby
of the health center is a container
where anonymous questions can
be placed. So in reality, this is
your column and I encourage
you to ask those questions.
Topics have included everything
from sexually transmitted dis
eases (STD's) to sunless tanning
lotions. I may also use this week
ly column to update the students
about trends and patterns in ill
nesses that I am seeing on cam
pus.
Remember to drop by the
health center and write down
those questions. I am always
open to any suggestions to make
this column work best for you.
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THE ONLY THING BIGGER
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER
THIS FREE SHIRT.
Right now, Bank of America has a big deal
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for college students.
Simply choose from any of our three college
student checking accounts and we 11 waive

IS

the West. Plus a BankAmericard 1 " credit card has
no annual fee when you link it to your BofA
checking account for protection against bounced
checks. So, what are you waiting for—stop by

monthly service charges every summer up to five

your local branch today and ask about the big

years. And, we'll give you a free Big Deal t-shirt.

deal on college checking.

Only Bank of America gives you free access

BANKING
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A M E R I C A™

to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller" ATMs in

B) Bank of America
j Hurina June, July, and August. Offer only applies to Limited. Standard and VERSATEL® checking accounts. Fees for overdraft and other account-related
co."1-er FDI^' Mon,h|y service char9es waiv
' ^ throuqh October 30, 1993. Credit card offered through Bank of America N.A. and subject to credit approval. Full -time college status required.
5 still apply. T-shirt available while supplies lasi.
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I think it was around 3 a.m.
this morning when I rolled over
and discovered Elmo was dead,
careening effortlessly across the
top of his bowl. I really wasn't
sleeping at the time. More like
thrashing around my sheets in a
sweating frenzy. Actually. 1 think
I may have been having that
recurring dream—the one where
I'm wandering through campus
naked and Public Safety is chas
ing me around on
bikes, for indecent exposure.
Only this time, it's 110 degree
weather, everyone else is naked
and I'm left with a ski suit on and
the zipper is stuck.
From what I could tell, at 3
a.m., Elmo was definitely dead. I
sloshed him around a bit and
tapped on the glass, but it seemed
pretty hopeless. I had been fishsitting for less than twenty-four
hours, and Elmo was belly-up.
The next morning, I paid
my respects and flushed. Now,
came the task of explaining this
to Mark, my roommate. I had
until 4 p.m., when he'd be getting
back from Sacramento.
Mark is a great roommate.
He was very understanding when
I accidentally poured wet
spaghetti noodles in his compact
disc player, which at the time, I
thought was the sink (never cook
when over .08 percent). Mark was
very cool about the time I did our
laundry and put Pepper's hot
pink underwear in with our white
socks.
But this fish was a bit more
important. It was "a fraternity
thing." All I knew was the damn
thing had made it through three
years of fraternal male torture rit
ual, and I had killed it in twentyfour hours.
I was thinking of rushing

is®*

out and buying a new yellow
guppy when Mark came in. He
was carrying a huge plastic laun
dry basket and an oblong bundle
buried in saran wrap. I thought
quickly.
"Uh, Mark...I killed Elmo,"
I said tactfully.
"Whoa, really," he was
looking at his mail. "Dude, Kev, I
brought you some fish to cook. I
caught it on the American river."
"Cool, but what about
Elmo?" I said, wondering when
the trauma would set in.
"I hated that fish,"
said
Mark. "It stunk."
"Right on," we smiled.
Pan Fried Trout with Lime
Butter Sauce
1/2 cup dry white wine
1/4 cup fresh lime juice
1 tablespoon chopped shallot
1 tablespoon garlic
1/2 cup flour
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano
1/2 teaspoon paprika
2-10 oz. trout
1 teaspoon unsalted butter
1/4 stick chilled unsalted butter
Combine first four ingredi
ents in small saucepan. Boil until
liquid is reduced to two table
spoons, stirring occasionally, for
about five minutes. Set aside.
Mix flour, oregano, and paprika
in shallow dish. Dip both sides of
trout in flour; shake off excess.
Melt one tablespoon of butter in
skillet over medium-high heat.
Add trout and cook until crisp,
about five minutes per side. Boil
white wine reduction to glaze.
Gradually whisk in butter, one
tablespoon at a time. Divide
trout between plates. Pour sauce
over.

For More Condiments
Look in Next Week's\
Pacifican
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stand ifone had not read the boo
Gaunt, the owner of a new store.
Also, the movie is quite d
At first Mr. Gaunt appear to
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jus, be a local businessman un.d h«
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The movie made
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what they are in for when. they
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make their "pact with the devil . In
^
King ^ don't go see this
return for the"needful things
^ You will be disappointed,
which he sells in his atypical store,
recommendation: read the
customers must play a practical
r
«Needful Things" is rated R.
joke on another person. (Some are
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"Don't let what you cannot do
interfere with what you can do."
-John Wooden

Get Outta Town!
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was a lot of talk in Arizona and m
Today that the v
Concert: defense was going to control the

8
p.m.
Lestelle Manley at Recita
Hall

8 p-m* Movie, "Like
Water For Chocolate" at
McCaffrey Center Theater

Wednesday, Sept 22,1993
8 p.m. Movie, "Like
Water For Chocolate" at
McCaffrey Center Theater

Egg-Citing
11:11 - 1:00 pm

Thursday, Sept 23,1993
UOP Pockog

•o build a pockogi
®99 fro»n th# inp,

Career Fair
Rachel Sirlin
Guest Writer
This Friday and Saturday
night, the Armadillos, a high energy,
original band, will be playing at the
Catfish Cafe here in Stockton. This will
be the final party of their Summer
Party Series.
The Armadillos formed in
1988 at Kutztown University in
Kutztown, Pennsylvania, and were dis
covered by their, now manager, Ken
Littleton. Their group consists of six
members. Band members include Ted
Holman (lead vocals, bongos), Joe
Labianca (guitar), Scott Holt (guitar),
Brian Koch (bass), Rod Walls (key
boards), and Tim Nagel (drums).

They have had the opportu
nity to play for top name bands such as
Molly Hatchet, Styx, Meatloaf, BTO,
and America. The Armadillos have
played in New York and Philadelphia,
and play the club circuits in five states.
This is the first time that the band has
made it out west to perform.
In the last five years, the
Armadillos have released four albums;
their fourth album was just released
last week.
So, if you do not have any
major plans for Friday or Saturday
night, spend it at the Catfish Cafe wel
coming the Armadillos to California.
The D.J. will be David Allen Krahm.
The doors open at 8:30 p.m. Tickets
are $5 in advance, or $7 at the door.

Tickets can be purchased at the Catfish
Cafe, Sir Gauuans, or Gaines Liquors.
The Armadillos are now sponsored by
Miller Genuine Draft, who help with
promotong the band.

kwn the too U.

•
3 p.m. Field Hockey.
UOP vs. Stanford
Brookside Field

"t)iscounTto lJ7)P~Students\ \
8 p.m. Movie, "Made
Improve your study skills,
in America" at McCaffrey
comprehension & retention
Center Theater
in just one session
Call: Evergreen Professional I
_ HygnoAherag^ 472-072_2 _

HOP WTTP

j|

Friday and

Saturday $5
with Student body card

,M>&M
WANTED: r
•Proof Readers
•Photographers
•Writers
•Graphic Design Artists
Contact
The Pacifican
946-2115
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Sunday Sept. 19,1993

• 3 p.m. "Music at The
Museum"
at
Haggi
Museum
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Before you know it the warm
weather will be gone, so here is a
great idea for you to enjoy the last
bit of it. If you are the type who
likes to camp and get some exer
cise, the Yosemite National Park is
day and tour the basin or you can
a great rustic retreat for you!
take a hike. There are an array of
Yosemite is located east of
trails varying in length and difficul
Stockton, near the Nevadaty. You can climb up to Vernal
California border. This national
Falls to get a very scenic view of the
forest covers over 1,200 square
waterfall or just stroll through the
miles and serves as a home for
forest and appreciate the nature.
many wild animals such as bears
Another excellent way to see the
and deer.
Entrance into the park is $5.00 valley is on horseback. Guided
horseback tours leave throughout
per car. In return you receive a
the day. These types of tours are
seven day pass. The proceeds from
more expensive than other modes
this fee go to fire control, park safe
of transportation available at
ty and maintenance so that
Yosemite.
Yosemite can be enjoyed by
Another great convenience in
tourists for many years to come. It
the
park
is the shuttle bus system.
is well worth the $5.00 so that our
This
is
free
and helps control traf
national parks can stay open for us
fic.
The
shuttle
bus offers trans
to enjoy and to serve as a habitat
portation
to
anywhere
in the park.
for many wild animals.
Parking
and
maneuvering
around
In Yosemite Village, you will
the
tourists
can
be
quite
difficult,
find most camping and hotel
so this is a great solution. It also
accommodations. There is also a
general store, laundry and showers. lets you enjoy the scenery while you
are in transit.
Campsites are usually plentiful, but
About
four
years ago,
1 recommend making a reserva
Yosemite National Park suffered
tion. It is better to be safe than
the largest fire in its over 100 years
sorry! If by chance you do not
of existence. 22,000 acres were
make a reservation, there are some
destroyed (only 2% of the park).
walk-in sites which fill up by the
This destruction is visible along the
afternoon. These places do not
Tioga Pass. As you drive along this
accept reservations.
area, you will be amazed by how
For those of you who are not
quickly Mother Nature has started
into the rustic experience and pre
fer a roof over your heads, there are the healing process. So please,
when you do go to visit the
a few hotels located in the park.
Yosemite National Park, be careful
During the tourist season these can
with your campfire. We do not
be expensive. But who knows, it
want to repeat this bit of history.
may be worth it to you!
For more information about reser
While you are in Yosemite
National Park, there is plenty to do. vations, etc. call (209) 372-0265 or
372-0200.
You can rent mountain bikes for a
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8:30 p.m. ArmadilL
perform at the Catfish Cafe

Words of Wisdom

Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
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Career Faire 1993
Community Service Fair

Beach ^

CAMPUS E
/ There are so
\ many events.
( Which do I

Career Week

O

September 20 - 23

Presidents' Room
6:30- 8pm
Career Faire
gifts to first
fifty in attendance!

Tuesday
21st

Wednesday
22nd

Thursday
23rd

Mandatory
Senior
Orientation

Alumni
Career
Forum

Career
Faire

Network with alums
and explore careers!

Community
Service
Fair

Register with Career
Services for job search
and recruiting!

McCaffrey Theatre
12noon - 1 pm

or

5 - 6pm

tod

o

1993

Weber Hall
7:30 - 9pm

*

Murray,
Concert Hall, 12 p.m
>hi Alpha Delta, Professional U*
Fraternity International rush
sign-ups, McCaffrey Cmier
1-3 p.m.
MECHA, Student Service Gt
Meeting, WPC 123, 5-6 p m
MUN, Model of the I mtrt!
Nations informational i " '
ing, Bechtel Center 8 p.m
UPBEAT Films, "DRAGON: TH1
BRUCE LEE
STORt
McCaffrey Theat i( 8 ,
Phi Alpha Delta, Professional las
Fraternity International n
sign-ups, McCaffrey Get
1-3 p.m.

or

7 -

Thursday, Sept. lh
Dr. Tbon
i Convocation,
H spar
Faye

Friday, Sept. 17

Anderson Lawn
10am - 2pm

Career Faire
gifts to first
fifty in attendance!

,ohann

Admission

• Investigate Full-time, Part-time and SummerJoos
• Examine Community Service Volunteer Options
• Explore Co-op and Internship Opportunities
• Meet Potential Employers
• Explore Career Options

Co-op
and
Internship
Forum

Handei. Bet

Strauss- <har
and Charlene
' P,an0: .. ynU totirtjn
flute,
i M"rlta'
General
elections
these
recital i> »-»
the

and

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.

Monday
20th

ioC

^msifor111650^ hv Ann
aCC
m will **
i piu,

(McCaffrey Center if it rains)

The Alumni
Forum is the
best event.,

Sept 21. •£*

00B
Mu»

ley •
iatedt0 ,, ^11 be Ms- MAl*o°n

Thursday, September 23rd
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Anderson Lawn

on't loot
/<?
so surprised.

temp°r*ry

University Libraries rt,(;

8pm

Congressman
Rjchar,
Pombo
presents
u,
American videodisc toUoi
M»in Library lobby 2p.m.
D„Chi
^Pha
Chirhtia
^owship.WPC 140 M

Career
Faire

It's not just the
Career Faire
anymore. The
Community Service Fair
is an exciting event too!!!

^tCaffrey Theatre, 8pm

»»UCE

v

Made possible by the generosity of

GMAC

111

un<ll»y,
Irris

\

Sep,.'

Ch^.i ..

THE EXPRESSWAY HOME
>:

he Senior^
Orientation
seems
important.)

It is!
And it's
mandatory
too.
O

CHASE CHEVROLET

SATURN OF STOCKTON

946-6633

956-9505

STOCKTON LEASING

Lee (joCCes
ALL AMERICAN CENTER
OLDSMOBILE • CADILLAC • GMC

465-5875

PONTIAC
y

It's great thatX*'*
j these firms would \
support the
Career Faire!!!
When I get a job,
I II buy two cars.
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Water polo chases

national title

'
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"It will change some strategies and
the end of the game will be really
important," said Tanner. "With
this rule, you will never really be
out of a game, even if you are four
or five goals behind. You could
make them (the goals) up fairly
quickly. So, we really have to play
the whole game well and there
won t be a whole lot of time to
relax."

Pro-

°und 90

w,ndow ana
|>
s
and
.•W *,iu»Picioi.c
hrp* Wet / ,
Pers°ns.
y Cr

' d otation

e

Preven-

U,v-ru,uscamen,adeby

The key to Saturday's victory
was to stop Irvine's Marc Hunt.
According to Tanner, Hunt is, "a
lot like Hosmer, a really good goal
scorer and does everything else
well." Schumacher covered Hunt
on Saturday and held him 2 goals.
If the defense continues, wins
should continue to be easy for the
team.

*

It has been highly speculated
that this year's team will make
school history. The 1992 season
was dedicated to building and
training the younger players, and
this University can anticipate this
season as the one during which
everything will come together.
Pacific must, like everyone
else, must take it one game at a
time, and Irvine was a great way to
start. "I expect our team to give
100 percent and really demonstrate
cohesiveness which would really
make these last three weeks of prac
tice pay off," commented Cheli.
Todd Hinders put it the best.
"We really encourage everyone to
come out to see us play. Pacific
Water Polo is something that you
are not going to want to miss this
season. It should be a great one!"
The Tigers head east to partic
ipate in a tournament at Navy on
Sept. 25 and 26.

INCLINED

INCLINED
BRIGHT NEW DAY

Charlotte Johansson pounds through the Stanford wall.

Volleyball Goes 1-1 for the Week
Christian Collins
Senior Staff Writer
The third ranked University
of Pacific Women's Volleyball team
faced number one Stanford
University on Sept. 9. Although,
they won the first game the Lady
Tigers went on to lose the match
15-7, 4-15, 14-16, and 8-15.
Leading the team in kills were
sophomore Dominique BentonBozman with 14, with junior
Natasha Soltysik adding 11 of her
own. Junior Charlotte Johansson
played good defense, getting 10

digs, and Soltysik added 7 digs.
This match was an inspira
tional and special event dedicated
towards raising money for the
Cathey
Scotlan
Foundation.
Scotlan is the former Pacific player
who was diagnosed with encephali
tis while playing in Switzerland.
The event raised nearly $9000.
T
he Pacific Lady Tigers played
against the Pepperdine Waves on
Saturday, Sept. 11, beating them in
three easy games 15-10, 15-9, and

15-5,.
Soltysik led the team with 12
kills and 15 digs, with Johansson
adding 11 kills and 11 digs.
Benton-Bozman added 11 kills and
5 digs.
The Lady Tigers' record is
now at 3-2. They will be playing
against Santa Clara on Sept. 14,
then California State University,
Fullerton on Sept. 24 at Spanos
Center at 7:30 p.m. Come out and
support your team.

TRIPPING DAISY

""

TWO MINDS/SOMDWHEHE IN THE MIDDLE
DAY AT THE RACES

PLAN B

PEACE TOGETHER
O

THE CRANBERRIES

PEACE TOGETHER
VARIOUS ARTISTS

>

THE CRANBERRIES

EVERYBODY ELSE IS DOING IT,
SO WHY CAN'T WE ?
INCLUDES DREAMS'AND LINGER

Features the
hit single
'Lite's A Beat'

QUICKSAND

Bring in your color film for developing & printing at
the regular price . . . Get a Second Set of Prints

FABULON

FREE!

Quicksand
Slip

9.99 CD 5.99 CS
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY^

VIDEO SALES
& RENTALS!

STOCKTON
6623 Pacific Avenue
Lincoln Village

SALE ENDS 9/30/93

Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard
color print film
110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Standard size or oversized 4 X 6

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
T/CZKe=TS®

TICKET
CENTER
ncurrs auajccr TO CONVIN«NC( HI
ALL MAJOR EVENTS
THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA

Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
Offer expire* 9/23/93
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Optimism rains' in Arizona
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The Pacific

football team

went in to the
Swarm" of Arizona

^fter four quarters of football, in

FUce

Ue

west,

Brad Stammer, Stavola and Gazelas
made three big hits on the first

The Tigers fought throughout the

against

three downs, and Arizona missed a
chance to score when its 21-yard
field goal went wide.

prn

the top-ranked Arizona

The Tigers dodged a bullet
and took advantage of the chance

defense.
"If we play this way for the
re5t

to score first. Jeff Russell put the
Tigers on the board two posses

of the year, we could very well

[wjn the rest of our games," com

^^19, ,993

sions later, kicking a 20-yard field

mented defensive lineman Owen

goal.

Taylor.
. The Tigers probably played its

Erik Anderson sacked Arizona's

years. Standout linebacker Grant

U on:
s!'
Bru«c u'
Moyv! ,.» yiTh'
Lee Carter played well
n A.

Pm;

"Music at The

Museum

at
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«y,vSept. 20, 1993

*
Monday
Football

Night

8
p.m.
Concert:
I cstelle Manley at Recital

yards, having 320 total yards.
Arizona's top ranked defense
showed its Wildcat stripes, allow
ing only 13 total yards in the fourth
quarter.

forward into a very positive future.
The Pacific game plan, both on
offense and defense, was a well bal
anced attack. The defense made
big tackles on third down, while the

The defense gave Pacific
chances in the fourth quarter to

offense played well against the top
defense in the nation. Toward the

win the game, but it was Arizona's
defense which stopped Pacific,
sacking quarterback Dave Henigan
on the last three plays of the game.

end of the game, the Pacific defense
gave the Tigers good field position,
but the Arizona defense answered
with big plays.

year senior on the

defense, Dimitri Gazelas, also had

game as, "the powder puffs
(Pacific) coming to the big dance

big play was a 17-yard pass on sec

12 unassisted tackles and broke up

(Arizona)." After the game, those

Eric Stavola,

ond down to Daryl Rogers, who
had a game high 11 catches for 100

playing in only his second game in
a Pacific uniform, added 10 tackles,
including 8 unassisted.

yards. Whelihan completed 10
passes for 95 yards, leading the
Tigers to two scores.

"We had a good, tough week

The half-time score was 13-6,

of practice and we're well prepared

same newspapers were probably
thanking the man upstairs for their
good luck. Pacific showed them
who played like powder puffs,
which coincidentally was the home
team.

and it was not until the fourth
quarter that the lightning started to
strike, not literally. With less than

for this team," linebacker Jami
Anderson commented, "and we

Tuesday, Sept. 21,1993

Instead, the program must move

Arizona newspapers previewed the

a^n a couple of passes.

Museum

end of the game, Arizona had lost

The score capped a 13 play, 63-yard
drive led by Craig Whelihan. The

other fifth

u '

things did not turn out that way.

Arizona scored ten straight
points, until Russell hit another
field goal, this time from 21 yards.

again, getting 12
unassisted
tackles,
including 2
^Crnter
tackles for losses of 14 yards. The

I Bc.itcr

The score was set up when

Dan White, forcing a fumble which
was recovered by Jeff Dyrek.

best game defensively in some

through three quarters, but at the

After the Tiger touchdown,
both defenses clamped down. The

ered on the Tiger's 5-yard line.

the score read 16-13, Arizona.

Tigers allowed 391 total yards

What more can you say?
Pacific Football earned this
grade last Saturday as the team held
on against an extremely talented
Arizona ballclub.
The Tigers
would have loved the win, but

touchdown, cutting the Arizona
lead to 16-13.

with Arizona making the first big
Play. Pacific's Jason Schouten had
a punt blocked, and Arizona recov

Saturday- 34 point underdogs to
the number 13 Arizona Wildcats,

showed we can play with any team
out there."

a minute gone in the fourth quar

Going into the game, there
was a lot of talk in Arizona and in

ter, David Karthauser made the
biggest play for Pacific this year.
Karty sacked White and forced a

USA Today that the Arizona
defense was going to control the

Arizona 14 yard line. Three plays

fumble which he recovered on the

Sports Editor

later, Howard Blackwell went up
the middle and scored a 1-yard

back and forth in the first quarter,

game, playing immaculate defense
^Cen^
and moving the ball effectively

Matter

8:30

game.
That revelation did not
come true. The ball was traded

the rain and lightning of the south

J)r48°n: The
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Allie McHugh,

[t was not supposed to turn

"Desert

""^y.Sept,
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Ail 'A' for effort

J

,
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-ylieMcHugh,
Sports Editor

The Pacific-Arizona game last
weekend will be one to remember.

"They called us powder puffs,
and that's not what we are," defen
sive back Rob Edwards explained.
"We took the battle to them and
showed everybody we were ready
to play. I think this school should
be proud of its team, and look for
better things to come for the rest of
the year."

Pacific shook off the hour rain
delay and seemed to come out with
a lot of intensity. The Tigers still
have nine games to play, and must
carry on the intensity throughout
those games. Pacific showed it can
play against any team, but that atti
tude and level of play must be pre
sent until the end of the season.
Many people will look at this
game and say that it is a moral vic
tory. I disagree. The team is cer
tainly proud of its play, but coming
so close to victory makes the loss so
much harder to take. Instead of a
moral victory, I see it as a confi
dence builder. This team has some
seniors, but it's youth could he the
strength. The younger players and

junior college transfers are learning
about Pacific Pride and what it is
like to be a Tiger. These players
work hard every week and we must
have the same pride they do.
Pacific Pride is what it is all
about.

Each football player has it

inside. They show it on the field
and around campus. Now, it must
spread to the general population of
Pacific. The whole roster has a
commitment to Pacific, and we
need to do the same. This team has
the potential to win the Big West,
and if we the fans show our sup
port, it will be an easier road.
Its called school spirit.
find some.

Men's Soccer

knows the game well."

The Pacific Men's Soccer team
started its season last week, tying
Delta College 2-2. First year coach
Luis Rojas has integrated a new
style on offense, having up to five
halfbacks on the field at one time.

Men's soccer plays Saturday
afternoon at home so catch the
action!

Matt Vargo continued his
offensive display, scoring once
again for the Tigers. The defense
executed their duty well, holding
the quick Delta Strikers to only 2
goals.
"The defense played well and
we were very happy with the
results," said Josh Jermaine. "Also
our new coach is good and he

Women's Cross Country
The Pacific Cross Country
team went to Sacramento State last
weekend for a meet, unfortunately
coming in last place in the five
team field. Janet Saunders led the
Tigers in the 5000 meter race, plac
ing in 19th with a time of 22:30.
Vanessa Davies and Babette
Matheu were not far behind com
ing in 22nd and 23rd place
respectively.

Dont miss out!
Football begins
today. Also,
indoor soccer
entries close at
4:00 today!

I •
8 p. nv Movie, "Like
Walcf For Chocolate" at
Mc< itTrcV Center Theater

Wet biesday, SepL 22,1993
8 p.m. Movie,

Like

Egg-Citing Free Fall

Water For Chocolate" at
Met iffrey Center Theater

Itiursday, Sept 23,1993

.

Career Fair
3 p.m. Field HocW

UOP

s,anfor

Mr t»okside

•
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The UOP Packaging Store challenges you
egg from the impact of a three story drop

University
Center
Open House

from the top level of the McCaffrey
Center.

Prizes will be awarded.

Contact the Packaging Store for details

(946-2208).

Field

*p":/rvcc^

in America

(enter

,v

8:00 am to 5:00 pm
• Bookstore •

Save a whopping 40% selected styles of UOP boxer
shorts and T shirts. Start your Christmas shopping
early ... we're sure that Dad would
be proud to wear Tiger Orange
under his three-piece suit.

-44

Thursday, September 16th

a1

Theater

Tim*

and Satur^y

Student

Boxer and
T-Shirt
Blowout

12:15 - 1:00 pm • Canter Patio

to build a package that will protect your

•

body

\7 '
copf
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What

>4

Schedule off Events
Where

Sponsored by

8:00-5:00

Bookstore Sale

Bookstore

8:00-11:00

Bookstore

Grocery Store Sale

Tiger Grocery

ASUOP

12:00-1:00
12:00-1:00

Pacific Hour Music

Patio Stage

ASUOP

Jazz Ensemble

Redwood Deck

McCaffrey Center

12:15-1:00

Egg Packaging Drop

McCaffrey Center

Bookstore

10:00-2:00
10:00-2:00
10:00-2:00
10:00-2:00

Off Campus Vendors

Outside Theater

All

Pepsi Challenge
ASUOP Open House

Patio
Summit

McCaffrey Center
ASUOP

Raffle sales

Patio

McCaffrey Center

11:00-12:00 Free Video Games
11:00-2:00 Pizza Hut Giveaway

Game Room

McCaffrey Center

Summit

ARA

3:00

McCaffrey Center

McCaffrey Center

Raffle Drawing
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Lounge

Apple Computer
Demonstrations

3:00-7:00

Billiards Tournament

McCaffrey Center

Representatives from Apple Computer will be on
hand ta demonstrate the latest J
computers and peripherals
ham the leader in computer
yaA
innovations. Find out why
the Macintosh is the number
one choice of college
students everywhere.

6:00

Make Your Own Sundaes

Summitt

ARA/Summit

7:00

Announce Billiards

McCaffrey Center

McCaffrey Center
Gallery

7:00

Gallery Reception

Gallery

McCaffrey Center

8:00

Movie Showing

Theater

ASUOP and

(Free Popcorn)

McCaffrey Center

Becycling Demonstration
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
• Center Patio •
Find out what the Bookstore is doing to help the
environment. You might
—p.
pick up a few ideas that
you can use yourself, or

^Twiiri f

UOP Bookstore tewM
Books ... and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

mu

McCaffrey Center

Lounge

Tournament Winner

10:00 am • 3:00 pm
• Outside Theater •

Let's

Tiger Update Intramurals

1
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you might be able to offer
some suggestions to help us
do a better job.
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Bring your papers, projects and presentations to
life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
of type fonts—all available on CD-ROM-

Interactive programs on CD-ROM
cover every subject from politics to physiology.
And the)' incorporate sound, animation, music
and video clips. So ordinary topics become
more exciting, involving and relevant.

You still want rock roll? Plug in a pair of
self-powered speakers and the CD-ROM drive
plays audio CDs too —so you can work away,
while listening to your favorite music.

Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able to
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and
extensive databases—all with the click of a mouse.

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to the desktop. Which is why, soon.
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one. and you're making an
investment that will last you well into the future.
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Apple Macintosh Centris™ 610 81230
with CD-ROM, Macintosh Color Display
& Apple Extended Keyboard II.

' »' •

Buy the Macintosh Centris 610 now,
and you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift
'—»* E B R i X - . aw pack: two discs that include an electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive
dm
roti videos,n music for your audioT CD
Macintosh Promo
player nd more (worth $327 ).
CD gift pack. FREE

$2372

CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple Computer Loan! And ^
the Macintosh Centris'" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh: The power to be your best wt

UOP Computer Store
A Division of the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
are rendered trademarks tif Apple 0,minder Inc.
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